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1. The present theory of deep inelastic sc~ttering (DIS) 
is/based on two approaches which are the ·complement of one 
another. In.thefir~t appr~ach (see e.g. ·'ref. '[l]:.and r~fer
ences therein) one assumes thai only Feym:r~an diagr~s .frOm 
. a' certain class dominate in DIS,· and in the second approach 
DIS is considered in· the framework of the operator product · 

. expansion (OPE) [2]. Althriugh the assu~ptions-~s~d in tl?.e 
:both approaches are natural, the problem ()f .their subshtnti
ation remains since we do not know how ·to work with QCD 
beyond perturbation theory. In partiCular, the OPE h~s been 
proved onlyin perturbation tlieory'[3] and it~:validity beyond 
that theory is problematic (see the discussion in ref. [4] and. 
references· therein). · · . ' 
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In the present paper we show that an important ·information 
about the structure of the (electromagnetic or weak) current 
operator in DIS can be obtained from the investigation of re
strictions imposed on this operator by its commutation rela
tions with the representation operators of the Poincare group. 

2. If J(x) is the electromagnetic or weak current operator 
and q is t_he momentum transfer.then the DIS _cross-section is 
fully defined-by ~he hadronic tensor 

Wllv = _!_jetqx(P'IJP(x)Jv(O)IP')d4 x (1) 
471" 

· where IP') is the state of the initial 'nucleon with the four
momentum P' and we use Jl, v = 0, 1, 2, 3· to denote the com
ponents of the operator J ( x). 

Translational invariance of the current operator implies that 

J(x) = exp(zPx)J(O)exp( -zPx), (2) 

where P is the. four-momentum operator, and Lorentz invari-
ance implies that · 

(Milv, JP(O)] = -z(gllP Jv(O)- gvp Jll(O)) (3) 

where M_Jlv are the Lorentz group generators and gllv is the 
Minkowski tensor. 

In turn, the state IP') is the eigenstate of the operator P 
with the eigenvalue P' and the eigenstate of the spin operators 
8 2 and sz which are constructed from Mllv. In particular, 
P 2 IP') = m 2 IP') where m is the ·nl1cleon mass. Therefore the · 
four-momentum operator necessarily depends on th~ so~t part 
of the interaction which is responsible for binding of quarks 
and gluons in the nucleon. The Lorentz transformations of the 
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nucleqn st_ate·ar~ described by, the operato~s Mllv and therefore 
in the g_eneral case they als~ depend ~n the soft part. 

It is import?:nt to note that the. sall?-e operators (PP, MPv) 
describe t:he transformations _of both the operat()r J(x) and 
the state IP'), and this guaranties that. WPv h<:ts the correct 
transformation properties. -. · · 

. We see that the relation between the current operator and . . - ~ ·' . ' . ' 

the state of the initial nudeon is highly nontrivial. Meanwhile 
in the present theory they are considered separately. Jn .the 
framework ()f the approach based on Feynman diagrams _the 
possibility of the separate consideration follows from the·f~~-: 
torization theore_m [5] which asserts in particular tha~ the am-. 
plitude of the lepton-parton interaction entering into diagra~s 

. - . " 

dominating in DIS depend. only on the hard part of this ,inter-
action. Moreover,_ in leading order in_ 1/Q, wher~ Q: .. (q2li;2, 
one obtains,the.parton model up to_anonialous dimensions and 
perturbative QCD cor~ections .which depe!ld on aA Q~) wher~ 
a:5 ·is .th:e ,QCD r~nningcoupli!lg ~~nstant. , , .· .. ·__ . . .._ : 

It. is. well-known th~t .the parto~ ~od~l is· equival~~t ··to 
imp~lse appro~i~~tio!f 'dA) i·~ .th~· infinite:mom~ntum -f~ame 
(IMF). _This fa~t is in agreement. with o~r -experi~nce in con-: 
ventionai nu.~l~ar and ._atomic physics according _to which . in 
processes with high niomerit~m transf~r the. effect of binding 
is not imp~rtant.and the cur;ent operator can.betaken in IA. 
Howey~:r this-~xpe~ie!lce is based .on the !l~n~elativistic q~an
tu:m: mechanics where only the Hamiltoni~n is. interaction de
pende~nt and 'th~. other' n~ne gen~r~tors ofthe Galil~i gro~p are 
free. Note also that in the nonrelativistic case the kineti~ ener:-. 
gie~ and the interaction operators. in question are m~ch s~aller 
than the masses of the constituents. . 
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The usual motivation of the parton model is that, as a con
sequence of asymptotic freedom (i.e.· the fact that a 5 ( Q2

) --+ 0 
when Q2 --+ oo), the partons in the IMF are almost free and 
therefore, at least in leading order in 1/Q, the soft part of 
J(x) is not important. We will consider a bit later whether 
this property can be substantiated in the framework of the 
OPE. but first we consider some consequences of Eqs. (2) and 
(3). 

3. As rioted by Dirac [6], the operators (PJ-t, MJ-tv) can' be 
realized indifferent representations, or, in Dirac's terminology, 
in different forms of dynamics. Suppose that the Hamiltonian 

· p 0 contains the soft part and consider the well-known relation 
[M0i, pk] = :......zoikpo (i, k = 1, 2, 3). The~ it is obvious that 
if all 'the operators pk are free then all the operators M 0i in
evitably contain the soft part and vice versa, if all the operators 
M 0i are free then all the operators pk inevitably contain this 
part. According to the Dirac classification [6], in the instant 
form the Hamiltonian P 0 and the operators M 0i are interaction 
dependent and the other six generators of the Poincare group 
are free, while in the point form all the components PJ-t are in
teraction dependent and all the operators MJ-tv are free. In the 
front form the operators p- and M-i (j = 1, 2, p± = p0 ± pz) 
are interaction dependent and the other seven generators are 
free. The fact that if p- is the only dynamical component of P 
then all the M-i inevitably contain interaction terms follows 
from the relation [M-i, P 1] = -ZDjip-. Of course; the physical 
results should not depend on the choice of the form of dynam
ics and in the general case all ten generators can be interaction 
dependent: 

The usual form of the electromagnetic current opera-
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tor is'JJ-t(x) = N{~(x)1'J-t1fJ(x)} and in particular JJ-t(O).·=· 
N { ~(0)1'J-!1fJ(O) }, ·where N stands for the normal product and 
for simpJicity we do not write flavoroperators and·color and· 
flavor indices. :However such a defini.tio:ri l'gnores the fac_t. th~t 
the product of two field oper.ators at coinciding points is not ·a 
well-defined op.erator (strictly speaking, the 'opei:ator'?j;(O) also 
is not defined since '1/;( x) is the operator-valued distribution; 
for a more detailed discussion_see ref. [7]). The reader think
ing that it' is' not reasonable to worry about the ·m.a.thematical 
rigor \v~V be confronted t with the.'following' contradiction. 

. The canonical quantization on the: hyperplane. x0 . ·. 0 or 
on the light cone x+ . 0 . (which leads .to the' ins~ant and 
front forrris respectively.[6]).impli~s that the' op~rator 1/;(0).'is 
free since the Heisenberg and· Schr6dinge~ pittures 'coincide at 
x = 0. Then J(O) is free too and/as 'follows· fro~nEq. (3), the 
interacti~n terms in MJ-tV 'sh6~ld co'mniU:te 'with''jp'(o). If th~ 
bperators MJ-tV are constr~ctedby m'eans of 'cani>~ical quantiza
tion 'then i~ QED 'tli~ int~t~ctioh terms.and their coinm.titators 
with JP(O) 'can be readily calculate'd .. Th~·.commutatdrs are 

1
ex

pressed in te~ms of the Scli~inger terms'[8]\vhith. ~ann:ot be 
equaho zero' (the c~rrespbnding calcul~tion is given in ref. [7]). 
Ther.efore. the coriclusion that· ali_ the con;_pbne~~s ·~f )(O) are 
free is inc~;tect and' some c~mp'oneiltsOf'J(O) are in~vitably 
interaction dependent. · · · '' · · .. · 

Moreo~er, it can be· shown that ir'the;field operators are 
quantiz~d, 'f~r : exa~ple, on 'thk hyperpl~ne ,. 'x0 '•·. . . ~ 0 th~n 
the · operaf<}r J(<Jf in QED is necessarily: :int~~~ctiqn dep~n~ 
dent. Ind~e~, th~~ge~er~tor of the gaug{transforrn.ations is 
divE(x)- J0 (x)~ and if J(O).is gauge invariaht then (divE(:x}-. 
J0(x), J(O)] .:.. o:: The. commutator [J0(x), J(O)] cannot' be 
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equal to zero [8] and ,therefore J(O) does not commute with 
divE(x) while the free,operator J(O) comrn~tes -with divE(x). 

The above examples illustrate the·well-known fact thatfor-:
mal manipulations with local operators i~ quantum fleld theory 
can lead to incorrect results. For this reason we prefer to rely 
only uponalgebraic consideratio~s ~ccording ~o whi~h all th~ 
components of J(O) cannot. be' fr~e si~ply because there is no 
reason for the interaction terms,in MJ.Lv to commute with the 
free operators JP(O) (see Eq. (3)) .. Therefore in the instant 
and .front forms some ~f the operators JP(O) depend ~·n the 
soft part. On theotli~rhand, as follows from Eq.· (3);if the 
operator 7(0) is free in the point form, this does not contradict 
Lorentz invariance but, as follows from Eq .. (2), the, opP.rator 
J(x) i~ ~hat form necessa~ilY,c.~ntains the softpa~;( .·. ·. 

The. problem of the corred definition of the product of two 
local ope17ators at q>inciding p~ints. is known as the probl~m of 
constructi~g~the cohiposite oper~tors (see e.g. ref .. [9])~ So far 
this problem has been. solved only' in. the f~~mework of pertur: 
hation.'theory for speCi~l models·. When perturbatio~ .theo~y 
d~es n'ot apply; the usv'al pre~criptions.aretoseparat~'the argu~ 
ments ofthe ,operators in question and to define the composite 
opera to/ a~ a limit of nonlocal operat()rS when the, sepa:ratio'u 
goes to 'zeroJsee. e;g .. ref. [10] and refer~nces th~rei~) .. Since 
we do not kno~ how to work with 'quantum fieldtheory .be-: 
y:and perturbation theory, we do not know what is the correct 
prescript~on~' Moreover, it is 'not cle~r at all whether it ispos: 
sible to define ~ocal i:nteraction dependent operator~ i~ ·qcn: 
Indeed, 'the dependence of an operator on the soft part implies 
that the operato(dE!pends on the i~te.grals fro~ the' qu~~k and 
gluon field operator~ over the region of large' distances .whe~e 
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the QCD running coupling constant a 5 is large. It is. obvious 
that such an operator caimot be lo~al.. In pa'rticular it is not 
clear whether in QCD it is· possible to construct local elec-. . . 
tromagnetic and weak current operators beyond perturbation 
theory. .·. . . 

·4. In the framework of the OPE the pr~du.ct of the currents 
ente~ing intoEq. (1) can be written symbolically as .. 

J(x)J(O) = ~ Ci(x2 )xJ.l1 • • • XJ.ln0f 1'''J.ln !·' (4) 
'\: 1 

where Ci(x2) are the c-number Wilson coefficients while the 
operators Of1 

.. :J.ln 'depend only on field operators and their cb.:. 
variant . derivatives at the origin· of Minkowski space and have' 
the same form· as in perturbation the'ory. The basis :for twist 
two operators contains in particular: 

ov = N{,b(o)J'J.l'!j;(o)}, .. oA = N{1/J{o)')'5')'J.l'!j;(on (5) 

A.s noted ·above,· th,e operator.·J(x) ~ed~~sarily·depends ah 
th~'soft ·part while Eq·. ( 4)has b~en p:t;oved onlJ4Jn' th~ frame
work of pefturbatib~ theory. Therefore if we useEq:' ( 4) in Drs' 
we h~ve to assUme tha:t either nonperthrbative·effeds arenot 
important to'some orders in 1/Q and thenwe can use Eqs. (1) 
and ( 4) onlyto these orders (see e.g. ref.j11])or it is possible 
to use Eq. ( 4} beyond pefturbatibn theo~y. The question also 
aris~s.whe.ther Eq. (4) is valid In all 'the for~s ofdynamics (as 

. it should be if it isan exact operator equality) or only in some. 
·forms. · ' · · 

In the 'point form· all the components· ~f · P · depend on· the 
soft part and therefore, in view of Eq. (2), it is not clear.why 
there is no' soft part iri the x dependence of the right hand 
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side of Eq. ( 4), or if it is possible to include the soft part only 
into the operators oi then why they have the same' form as'in. 
perturbation theory. 

ode might think that in the front form the Ci( x2 ) will be 
the same as in perturbation theory due to the following rea
sons.! The value of q- in DIS is verylarge and therefore (mly 

. a small vicinity of the light cone···x+ = 0 ~ontributes to the. 
integral (1). The only dynamical component of Pis p- which 
enters into Eq. (4) .only in the combination p-x+. Therefore 
the: dependence of p- on the soft part is of no importance. 
The~e considerations are not convincing since the integrand is 
a singular funCtion and the operator J(O) .depends on the. soft 
part in th~ front form, but nevertheless we assume that Eq. 
( 4) in the front form is valid. 

If we assume as usual that there is no problem with the 
convergence of the OPE series then experiment makes it pos
sible to measure each matrix _element (P'IOfl'"JlniP')./ Let us 
consider, for example, the 'ffiatr'ix el~m~nf(P'IOviP'). It trans-..•.. ,.' '·' . ' . 

form~ as a four:-vector if ~he Lorentz transformations of Of, are 
described bythe_operators Mllv_ describing the transformations 
of IP'), or inothe:' ~ords', by analogy with Eq. (3). 

[MJlv, Of,]= -z(g~-'PO'{r- gvPOf,) (6) 

It is also ch*r that Eq. (6) follows from Eqs;. (2-4). Since the 
M-i in the front form depend on the soft part, we can conclude 
by analogy with the above consideration that at least some 
components Of,, and analogously some components0f1·Pn, also 
depend on the soft part. Since Eq. (6) does not d~pend on Q, 
this conclusion has nothi~g to do with asymptotic freedom and 
is valid even in leading order in lfQ (in contrast ~it~ .the state-. ~~ 
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menti of the factorization theorem [5]). Since the struck quark 
is not free but interacts ri.onperturbatively with the rest of the . 
target then, in terminology of reL · [1], not only "handbag" dia~ 
grams dominate in DIS but some "cat ears" diagrams or their 
sums' are . also important (in ~ther words, even the notiOt;l or' 
struck quark is questionable). · 

Since the operators Of1 "·~-'n depend on the soft part then by 
analogy with the considerations in subsection 3 we conclude 
that the operators in Eq. (5) are ill..:defined and the. correct 
expressionsfor therri involve integ·rals frorhthe field operators 
over large distances where the QCD coupling constant• is large; 
Therefore the Taylor expansion at -x :.__ 0 is questionable, and, 
eve~ if itis valid, the expressions for Of1 "·~-'n will depend on 
higher twist· operators which contribute even in leading order 
in 1 /Q. · 1

' • • :. : 

5.' Let us now discuss our results; First. we have shown that 
the current operator nontr!vially depends on the nonperturba~ 
tive part ofthe interaction responsible for binding of quarks 
and gluons in the riuclecm/ Then:the'problem arises whether 
this part contribute's' to DIS. Our considerciti6n shows that the 
dependence of J(x )' on th~ nonperthrbative part ~of the inter:. 
action makes the OPE 'problema:tic. Neverth~less\ve: assume 
that Eq. ( 4) is valid beyo.nd pertu~bation 'tb.e~ry. b~t riO form 
of the operators Of1·"Pn: is prescribed: Then:·-we come to. con
clusion that the'nonperturb'ative part'contribufes'to DIS ~ven 
in leading .. order in 1/ Q~ · -- · · · · . · · ·' · · · ·' 

To underst~nd whether the OPE is valid' beyond peiturba- . 
tion .t!Ieory 'several autho~s· (see e.g.' re[ · [4] andref~r~nces 
therein) investigated some two-dimensional models and carrie', 
to different conClusions: We 'will not' discuss the. ·arguments of 
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these authors but note that the Lie algebra of-the Po~nc,are 
group for 1+1 space-time is much simpler than for 3+1 one. 
In particular, the-Lorentz group is one-dime11sional and in the 
front form the operator M+- is free. Theref?re. Eqs. (3) and 
(6) in the "1+1 front form" do, nqt make it possible to .con
clude that the operators JP(O) and .O{:r should depend on the 
nonperturbative part of the qufi.rk-gluon interaction. 

Since the operators Ofl·--1-'n in Eq. (4) should depend on the 
nonperturbative· part of the quark-gluon interaction then, as 
noted above, there is no. reason to think that these oper?-tors 
are ,local but even if they are then twist. (dimension mi~us sp!n) 
no longer determines in which order.in 1/Q the corresponding 
operata~ contributes to DIS. This is clear-fro~ the fact that the 
dependence on the nonperturbative part implies that we ,have 
an additional parameter A with the dimension of momentum 
where A.is the characteristic momentum at which as(A3) is 

large.• . . , . .. . 
Nevertheless if we assume that (for some reasons) Eq. ,( 4) 

is.still validand.cqnsider only the q2 evoh1tion of the stnl'cture 
functions then all the standard results remain. ,Indeed the only 
information about the operators orl--·1-'n we need is their t~n
.sor structure since we .should correctly parametrizethe matrix 

• ' • ' ' (' ' . ,. ,, j :.· 

e.lements (P'IOf1 ":~-'nlP'). However the derivation. of sum rules 
in DIS requires additional assumption~. · 

Let us consider sum ruies fn DIS in more details. It is well
known that they ~re derived with diffe~ent extent of rigor .. For 

. example, the Gottfried and Ellis-J aff~· sum r~les [12) are es
sentially based on model assumptions, the sum rule [13) was 
originally derived in the framework of current algebra for the 
time component of the c:urrent operat~r while_ the sum rules 
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[14) also invoh;e the space~omponents. As.noted in sub,section 
3, the operator J(O) is necessarily interaction~ dependent; on 
the oth,er hand there ~xist models in '~hich J 0(0) is free (~ee 
e.g. calculations in s.~alar QED in.~ef. [7]). Ther~fore in tlw 
framework of current algebr~ the sum rule [13] is substanti:. 
a ted. in greater extent thaU: ·the sum rules .. [14) (for a detailed 
discussion see refs. [15, 10]). Now the, sum rules [13,· l:iLar~ 
usually consideredin the framework9f the .OPE .and they have· 
the status offunda!Ilental relations which. in fac('unambigu
ously follqw from QCD. H.~w~ver the important assurppti(m i~ 
deriving the sum rul~s. is t,hat the expr:essiiJn for Ov coincides 
with J~-'(0), th~ expres~ion for OA coin~ides with theaxial cur-: 
rent operator . J~ ( 0) etc. (see Eq ,, ( 9)). Our results shpw that 
this assumption has no. physi~al'gr.ound. Therefore alih'migh 
(for some rea~ons) there may exist ~urn rules w hi~h, al",e 'satis
fied with a good accuracy, the statement that the sum. rules 
[13, 14) unambiguously follow f~om QCD is not substa!ltiated. 

For comparing the theoretical predictions for the sum rU:le~ 
with. experimental data it is also very important to calculate 
effects in next-to"'leading ord~r in 1/Q. As show'n· in ref. [16) 
there exist serious difficulties in calculating such effects in t~e 
framework of the OPE~ and the authors'of'reC [16) are very 
pessimistic about the p~ssibility·to 'overcom~ these difficulties 
(\.vhile in our approach problems e~ist everi in the leading or-

der). . . . . . . . •.-· 
The current operatpr satisfying Eqs. (2) a~d (~):yan be 

explicitly constructed for systems with a fixed number of in
teracting relativistic particles [17). In such models it~ is' clear 
when the corresponding results and the results in IA are similar . 
and when th~y considerably differ [18). 
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We conclude that the present theory of DIS 'based onper
turbative QCD does not 'take into· acco·unt the dependence of 
the current operatoronthe nonperturbative part'of the quark
gluon interaction w,hich cannot be neglected even in leading or
der in· 1/ Q. On the other hand, the present theory has proven 
'rather successful in describing many expe,rimental data. It is 
very important to understand why this situation takes place. 
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